Collection book

Bistro Life
Your partner for the
broad hospitality sector.

RESTAURANT
CHEUNG KWONG
A project, literally from design to
realisation. Chique fabrics, warm
colours and atmospheric details.

KAJA Collection Book

YOUR PARTNER
FOR THE BROAD
HOSPITALITY SECTOR
Customers, employees, visitors, residents,
patients or clients. We are guests in an
environment. Sometimes for a short break,
sometimes to meet up again after a long time,
sometimes for relaxing together, sometimes for
a long stay.
It is the overall memory of a visit or stay that
remains. The interior, the furnishings or the
furniture in the environment play an essential role
in the well-being and experience of every guest.
We are convinced of this.
Kaja is there for organisations that consider
hospitality of paramount importance. For those
who want to facilitate or stimulate the well-being
or experience of their guests and are willing to
invest in an appropriate interior. From that one
ultimate eye-catcher of a chair to a complete
customised hospitality (interior) design. From a
small restyle of your interior to a complete
renovation of your hospitality environment.
Furniture, design and realisation. That’s where you
need to come to us.

Chair Sino

IN THIS MAGAZINE
ELEGANT EN
TRENDY
Characteristic in softness. The Nilly

14

collection has it.

SCANDINAVIAN
DESIGN
Tranquillity, simplicity and

22

functionality. Discover the
collection, fulfilled with attention
and the best quality.

GOTTA LOVE
LEATHER
A mix of vintage and modern.

32

Create not only atmosphere but
also plenty of seating.

MORE MARBLE
PLEASE!
Go for a luxurious and classic

A BREATHTAKING
LOOK

44

atmosphere with Kaja’s marble
collection!

Models from this collection illuminate

INTERIOR
PARTNER FOR CARE

their surroundings 360 degrees and

Let comfort, safety, ergonomics and

provide a timeless look.

design merge effortlessly.

26

48
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60

This terrace collection takes you
straight to the heart of Paris

68

Polypropylene patio furniture

Celebrate summer
with a Kaja terrace!

58

SEE OUR TERRACE COLLECTION

92

104

This extensive collection of table tops
will make your terrace even more
attractive

Light it up with the atmospheric
lighting collection

62
A REAL EYE-CATCHER ON
YOUR TERRACE!

102
Scan the QR code on the pages and
discover even more inspiration.
For iPhone: scan the QR-code with your camera.
For Android: scan the QR code with a
QR code scanner app.

EXPERIENCE THE
OUTDOOR LIFE TO THE FULLEST

BUCK
BAR KITCHEN
They were looking for a modern way to
give an industrial touch to their warm and
welcoming interior. And they succeeded!
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Stylish
INDOORS
In this magazine we do not only take you
through our Kaja world. We take you through
our inner collection. From atmospheric from
tastefully decorated rooms to the entire range.
Make your own interior unique and choose the
colours, leg shapes and upholstery.
We believe that a well-chosen interior plays a
key role in the perception of atmosphere and
taste, and ultimately for you as well. A wellchosen interior or furnishing will help you to
give your business the desired look, attract
guests, make them enjoy themselves and
hopefully make them come back regularly.

In this magazine you will find different icons. So you
know exactly what to expect from our collections.

Stackable
This makes storage easy.
Stock model
This is a stock model.
Customizable
Fully customisable.
Customizable & Stock model
In addition to being a stock model, this
model is also fully customisable.

Chair Bobby
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Enjoyment
for all
DE VOORUITGANG
EINDHOVEN
It has been a household name in Eindhoven for
years, and yet we managed to give this location a
new twist with unique eye-catchers such as the DJ
booth. The result: a modern, sturdy and spacious
interior with an attractive atmosphere.

Customizable
Fully customisable.
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Stock model
This is a stock model.

Available with
and without
cross leg.

Sofa Wes

Barstool and chair Olsen

Barstool Wes

Chair Wes

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com
Also
available as
Vintor Wood.

THE PERFECT CHAIR
Not only attractive to the eye, but also
comfortable. In this way, you not only
create a nice place for your guests but
also for yourself at the same time.
Enjoyment for all!

Barstool Vintor

Chair Vintor

Chair Vintor Wood

Chair Wolf
Chair Cavale

Chair Will
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COZY, COMFY, CHARMING
Making your guests wait a while on this comfy collection
is no punishment. Create an elegant space to lounge with
the newest collection of Kaja. Characterized by the round
shapes and cozy teddy fabrics.

Chair Coley

Chair Blax

Sofa Coley

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Sofa Huxley
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Chair Liara

Chair Moa

Pendant
Odyssey

Sofa Blaze

Pendant
Smyth

Pendant
Origami

Pendant
Reese
Pendant
Horizon

Chair Vere

Chair Loa

Customizable
Fully customisable.
Stock model
This is a stock model.

Chair Vive
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Restaurant Meerwold, Groningen

FEELS LIKE VELVET
Kaja’s velvet collection breathes design and is
specially designed for the hospitality industry. A
collection that will always do you good. The Jyll and
Ivy are available as stock models in various colours,
but do you prefer a personalised model? Create your
own look. Come along and see the possibilities.

Chair Jyll

Chair Ivy

Barstool Jyll
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HANOS Grand Café, Hengelo

Chair Tyler

Available with
and without
armrest

Available with
and without
armrest

Available with
and without
armrest

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Chair Logan

Customizable
Fully customisable.
Stock model
This is a stock model.

Chair Willow

Chair Olivia
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RESTAURANT
EEMLUST
Perfect for a drink by the water, a business
lunch, high tea or romantic dinner,
always welcome.

Chair Jim

Chair Bobby

PERSONALISE IT!
All are unique, but all are the same. All these models can be personalised to

Chair Rocky
12

suit your taste. Do you prefer blue, pink or black, anything is possible.

Customizable
Fully customisable.

Barstool Jay
Chair Lowie
ø42 cm
ø58 cm

Hocker April

Chair Lexi
Barstool Lowie

Chair Prade
Chair Billy

Chair Envi
13

BAKERY
VAN OTTEN
A total concept for the bakery,
lunchroom and ice cream parlour of
the renewed company in Borne.

Trendy and
stylish
14

Customizable
Fully customisable.

Chair Jacky

Barstool and chair Ritchie

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Chair Lenn

TRENDY 2022 : NILLY
With or without armrest, high or low, the
elegance in the stitched back and seat
characterises Nilly’s softness.

Barstool Nilly

Chair Nilly

Also
available
as a low
model.

Chair Nilly
Sofa Nilly
15

Restaurant Meerwold, Groningen

PHILLOW
Mix and match and create your own
chair or barstool. With the many fabrics
and frames make your own chair
or barstool to fit the interior or your
company.

Chair and barstool Phillow

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

360°

Chair Mood

Sofa Hills
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Chair Lore

Chair Floyd

Chair Gust

Chair and barstool Kobe
Sofa Lance

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Chair Briek

Chair and barstool Lize

Customizable
Fully customisable.
17

Customizable
Fully customisable.
Stock model
This is a stock model.

Also
available
as half high
stool.

Restaurant de Beren, Hoogeveen

Barstool Lauren

Bold and stylish
THE LAUREN COLLECTION,
100% HOSPITALITY PROOF!
Did you know that the Lauren collection
is upholstered in microfibre? A material
that is suitable for intensive use. Because
the fabric consists of synthetic fibres, it is
strong and can easily take a beating. 100%
hospitality proof!
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Chair Lauren

Chair Binq

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com
Barstool Binq

Chair Curve
Barstool and chair Teddy

Chair Patrick
19

Grand Cafe HANOS, Hengelo

De Klokken, Kopenhagen

Barstool and chair Tega

Let guests
enjoy
STYLISH FOR PROFESSIONAL USE
Let your guests enjoy! This collection will look
great in the lobby, lounge or hallway of your company,
facility or practice. Strong, distinctive, durable and stylish
for professional use. Guests will love to stay a little longer.

Chair and sofa Clay
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Chair and barstool Jax

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Barstool Pepe

Chair Pepe

STUDO
With the many possibilities of fabrics and
frames, you can create your own chair to suit
your interior.

Barstool and chair Studo

Luxx Food & Bar, Rijssen
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Simple and
functional
THE LEMON TREE
DEVENTER
In the middle of the centre of Deventer is The
Lemon Tree. A concept with pure materials in
the interior, which is translated translated into
their menu.

Available
in various
sizes

Chair Hanny

Table Lakri ø80cm
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Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Table Latus

Available
in various
sizes

Table Latus

Chair Radius

SCANDINAVIAN DESIGN

Chair Rural

Simple and functional, that’s the
collection with a Scandinavian touch.
Customizable
Fully customisable.

Filled with attention and the best
quality!

Chair Naru
Barstool Neva

Chair Neva
23
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A relaxed and
lively atmosphere
FRANK’S
RESTAURANT & BISTRO
The mix of various materials such as natural stone, wood, leather
and velour give each room its own twist, as does the unique
lighting plan. The hidden gem at Frank’s is the Club in the
basement. Guests are taken to a new world of golden walls,
marble and luxurious fabrics. An extraordinary atmosphere where
you can enjoy a drink or a luxurious dinner.
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Breathtaking
look
LIGHT IT UP!
The models from this collection illuminate
their surroundings 360 degrees and provide
a timeless look. The spiral waves create a
contrasting effect that creates an open and
closed structure.

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Chair Novum

Chair Globe
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Chair Largo

STAR SHINE
Every model in our collection passes the eyes of our
designers. They follow and determine the trends of

Cabinet Liana

each season. Together, we believe that a well-chosen
interior plays a key role in the perception of
atmosphere, taste and work.

Also available
as a chair.

Sofa Sino
Customizable
Fully customisable.
Stock model
This is a stock model.

Chair Doris

LIVELY AND SOFT
The luxurious bouclé fabric can be
found not only in clothing but also in the
interior. Not surprisingly, because this
fabric is lively and soft at the same time!

Chair Sino
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TROPICAL
HOCKERS
Are you looking for a real eye-catcher for your
space? These footstools can make that happen
in a jiffy! Atmospheric and stylish.

Hocker July

Hocker Jova
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ø36 cm

Hocker Spring

Sofa Blossom
Chair Globe

Foodbar Luxx, Rijssen

Chair Glory

URBAN JUNGLE
The urban jungle: palm leaves, exotic flowers, juicy
fruit, flamingos... a tropical interior will cheer your

Chair Cosi

guests up. With green elements, in the form of large
plants, you immediately bring a fine, exotic
atmosphere into the room.

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Chair Floral

Chair Lungo

Cabinet Bromley
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PICK A COLOR
Red, green, blue, brass and steel. This new
collection is hot and catering proof. Become
#trending on Social Media with our
newest collection. Create seating areas that
are perfect for an #instacoffee update.
Stylish and practical, we love it.

Sofa Megan (2-seat and 3-seat)

Sofa Megan (2-seat and 3-seat)

Chair Megan

#instacoffee

Chair Amy
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Sofa Meave 2-seat

Customizable
Fully customisable.
Stock model
This is a stock model.

Chair Square Wing

Parkoers, Den Haag

Nothing
but comfy

Chair Dion

EEN ECHTE SFEERMAKER
Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Nothing is as luxurious as a comfy chair with quilted
details and soft fabric. In all kinds of colours and
various bases. Pick a comfy choice.

Chair Hamp

Chair King
Chair Jake

Chair Lautrec
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Customizable
Fully customisable.
Stock model
This is a stock model.

Grand Cafe HANOS, Hengelo

Chair Jenson

Atmospheric leather
100% GENUINE BUFFALO LEATHER
A mix of vintage and modern. This collection is made of real
buffalo leather combined with steel and rattan. Create not only
atmosphere but also enough seating for every interior. A unique
style and only available at Kaja!

Chair Jens
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Barstool Jenson

120 cm

160 cm

200 cm

Sofa Hopkins

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com
Hocker Elone
Chair Jace

A TOUGH LOOK
A combination of 100% real buffalo leather and
wood makes the Rosslyn collection complete.
Go for this tough look in your business and let

d and lea
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Leather
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your guests enjoy it.

r

Chair and barstool
Rosslyn

Grand Cafe HANOS, Hengelo
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Customizable
Fully customisable.
Stock model
This is a stock model.

Twentse Bierbrouwerij, Hengelo

STURDY FURNITURE
Go for a tough, robust and contemporary
atmosphere with industrial furniture?
Kaja has it all!

Table Mammut
200 x 90 cm and 400 x 90 cm

Chair Rover

Chair Dayne

Chair Riff
Chair Reeva
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Chair Ozzy

Table Trunk

With a unique adjustable frame for
multifunctional use in your usable in
your interior!

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Barstool Bono

Barstool Ridge

Cutlery cabinet

Barstool Kentucky

Chair Fio
Chair River
35

Leatherback
collection
A REAL MOOD CREATOR
This leatherback collection is a mood
enhancer in a classic interior but also a real
eye-catcher in a modern interior.

Chair Leighton

Barstool Mason

Chair Nelson

Chair Rydell
Chair Nero
Table Mikado

Barstool Danton

Available in
various
sizes

Chair Riley
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Barstool Davey

Customizable
Fully customisable.

Twentse Bierbrouwerij, Hengelo

Stock model
This is a stock model.

Chair Caleb

Bartable Scrambler

Barstool Charles

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Sofa Piazza

Barstool University

Barstool University
Premium

Table Rambler

Chair Madison

Chair Mundo
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Customizable
Fully customisable.
Stock model
This is a stock model.

Configure your own
Sofa together!
KOM, Leeuwarden

Sofa Viggo 80 cm

Sofa Viggo 120 cm

Sofa Viggo Hoek

MIX AND MATCH
Combine it all and put together your own sofa
with the Viggo collection. The stock model is
available in various sizes and elements so that
you can match your seating area to your own
needs.

Sofa Viggo Round

DESIGNED BY MART VISSER
A design by none other than Mart Visser.
Mart Visser told us during our Inspire event: ‘’Last year, I
presented the furniture collection for the first time at a
trade fair in Shanghai. Nobody knew me there, so that was
a good test. But the collection was very well received,
after which we presented it at Maison et Objet in Paris.
Because of those fairs, my interior collection has already
been used to decorate congress centres and hotels.’’

Sofa Viano
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Also
available in
80 cm seat
height

THE VINNIE SOFA
Interiors are becoming more stylish. The need
for a suitable atmosphere and experience is
increasing. Spaces are being divided or
designed more intelligently. And the demand
for flexible furniture is rising. Therefore,
combine the Vinnie Sofa in your space.

Sofa Vinnie

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com
Sofa Vinnie

MADE-TO-MEASURE SOFAS
Looking for a Sofa in your business, just the

Sofa MET RUG

way you like it? It can be done! High, low,

Sofa ZONDER RUG

round, wavy. You name it. Custom-made and
completely unique. These settings can give
your interior just that little bit more. Get advice
about the many possibilities of these sofas
and more in one of our inspiration centres.

RONDSofa

HOEKSofa

GOLVENDE Sofa

Restaurant Banfi, Zeist
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TABLE BASES
Our collection of table frames can easily be
combined with our collection of chairs and table
tops. For each table top there is a matching base
with which you can create the most atmospheric
settings in your space.

Bar TableBase

Base Duco

Foodbar Luxx, Rijssen

Also
available as
a bar
base

Bar
table
base

Base
Dice

Base
Dice

Base
Dados

Base
Dados

Bar
table
base

Base Dados

Bar
table
base

Base Jura

Base Senta
40

Restaurant Cheung Kwong, Franeker

Base Austin

Base Rivas

Base Paris

Bar
table
base

Base Nashville

Base Portland

Base Aberdeen

Base Dallas

Base London 2

Base
London 3

Base
London 4

Base
London 4 koper

Base
London 4 messing

Twentse Bierbrouwerij, Hengelo

Bar
table
base

Base
Sienna

Base
Sienna High

Base
Sienna 2

Base
Seattle

Base
Richmond

Also
available as
a bar base

Base Bergamo

Base Chicago

Base York

Base Utah

Base Boston
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TABLETOPS
Our extensive collection of table tops make your
interior even more attractive. The atmospheric decors
allow you to create the most beautiful colour
combinations with your chairs and table frames. Would
you like a different decor or melamine? Then please
contact us. There is always a decor that best suits your

THE FOLLOWING DECORS ARE AVAILABLE IN
Ø 60 cm
Ø 70 cm
Ø 80 cm

60 x 60 cm
70 x 70 cm
80 x 80 cm

120 x 80 cm

interior. We are happy to help.

T603 Tobacco

S072 Sherwood/Maloja

T600 Oak Natur

S007 Spessart

T602 Oak Cognac

S095 Sherwood/Maloja

T601 Halidax Eiken Wit

FC18 Talco

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

S128 Pembroke
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De Klokken, Kopenhagen

FB11 Maloja

U129 Sherwood

Urban Bistro By Ami, Rotterdam

UNIQUE TABLE TOPS
Discover the Table tops of walnut with epoxy.
These splendid table tops are handmade and
provided with a high-quality epoxy filling for a real
wow factor! The warm colour of the walnut wood
in combination with the epoxy creates a unique
look.

Table top Waltz

OMLISTS
You can also have your melamine table tops
framed. With an aluminium aluminium frame in
brass look for extra cachet, or go for the tough
look with a blue steel frame?

SUAR WOOD
The robust Suar table tops can be easy to
combine with our Table frames
collection. The Suar Table tops can be
made to measure for you in any desired
size!

Restaurant Banfi, Zeist
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More marble please!
LUXURIOUS AND CLASSIC AMBIENCE
Marble fits in well with all the popular interior colours at the moment. If you
choose marble that is light, it will create a luxurious and classic atmosphere. Do
you prefer a tough and exciting interior? Then green or black marble is right
for you.

Side table Macy ø70cm

Side table Macy

Side table Mexy ø48cm

Bartable Frame
Real
marble!

Real
marble!

THE REAL DEAL
Instant luxury with real

Ø 70 cm

marble. Combine with

70 x 70 cm

black or gold base, the
choice is yours!

Marmer Nero Marquina

Marmer Bianco Carerra

MELAMINE TABLE TOPS

Dark Marble T567
44

Green Marble T569

White Marble T566

Trasimeno Basalt T568

Customizable
Fully customisable.
Stock model
This is a stock model.

Chair Mesh

Chair Jacob

DESIGNERS CHOICE
Retro meets intergalactic. Simplicity and at the same
time chic. An unparalleled combination of fabric,
wood and metal. Subtle but definitely present. How
simple can be beautiful and functional. See the new
collection shine...

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Chair Abbey

Chair Salley
45

BY AMI
URBAN BISTRO
Not only the interior is a work of art, the food
at By Ami is also a party! Who would you like to
have lunch with

Customizable
Fully customisable.
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Stock model
This is a stock model.

Vintage is art
A REAL MOOD CREATOR
Are you looking for a retro style? Start with a chair or
barstool from our Skool collection. Subtle but certainly
present. How simple can be beautiful and functional.

Barstool Skool

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Barstool and chair
Skool Anthracite

Available with
and without
armrest

Available with
and without
armrest

Available with
and without
armrest

Chair Skool
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Interior design
partner
for health care
COMFORT, SAFETY, ERGONOMICS AND
DESIGN MERGE EFFORTLESSLY
There is an art to the functionally smart design of a healthcare facility without compromising
on its personal character and pleasant atmosphere. Hospitality makes the difference. We are
convinced of this. Kaja approaches an optimal healthcare interior from a hospitality

Chair Lule

perspective, with healthy hospitality as a starting point.

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Chair Egan

Chair Kenzie
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Chair Cosy

Chair Letto

Chair Bodil

Chair Mermer

Customizable
Fully customisable.

Chair and barstool Harpo

Chair Coso

‘HOUSEPITALITY IN HEALTHCARE’

Chair Mellor XL

What constitutes a hospitable healthcare interior is different for each healthcare institution.
Kaja sees it as a challenge to contribute to the design of:

CARE RESTAURANTS OR CARE KITCHENS
COFFEE LOUNGES
LIVING ROOMS AND LIVING ENVIRONMENTS
MEETING OR RECREATION ROOMS
CARE HOTEL ROOMS OR CARE FLATS

Chair Clarris

Chair Peda

Chair Marvel
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DE ZWAAN DELDEN
A place where you can settle down in the
Gelagkamer with a Gin&Tonic or a delicious special
beer on tap. The place where tourists meet locals,
housewives meet hipsters, and where uptown meets
downtown. In short: De Zwaan is ‘the living room’ of
Delden.

Stackchair Eventus

Stackchair Evento

BANQUETING STACKING CHAIRS
Interiors are becoming more stylish. The need for a suitable
atmosphere and experience is increasing. Spaces are being divided or

Stackchair Eledger

designed more intelligently. And the demand for smart and flexible
furniture is increasing. Therefore, Kaja introduces its label stacking
chairs: Next Generation Stackchairs.
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Stackchair Detroit

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com
Additional
armrests
are available
separately!

Stackchair Boston

Customizable
Fully customisable.
Stock model
This is a stock model.

Folding base Curtez

Stackchair Ohio

Folding base Cortez

Trolley is available
separately
51

COMFORTABLE
(HOME) WORKING
Create a stylish yet
comfortable workplace with
the office chairs of Kaja.
Whether you work at home
or at the office. Getting
started never felt so nice and
also conveniently adjustable
in height.

Office chair Valo

Chair Baleno
Sofa Baleno

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Chair Point
Chair Affra
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Chair Simple Easy

Loungechair Simple

Barstool Simple

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

SIMPLE DESIGN
The clean lines, natural materials and light
colours is what creates this oasis of calm.
Make your space look bigger with this

Chair Lavi

Barstool Ritz

collection.

Chair My

Customizable
Fully customisable.
Stock model
This is a stock model.
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Customizable
Fully customisable.
Stock model
This is a stock model.

Sint Jans Gebouw, Wierden

OLD IS THE NEW MODERN

Verkrijgbaar
met en zonder
armleuning

For years, these items have been used for
various purposes. And as it turns out, their time
is not up yet. With leather, fabric or classic?
Everything is possible with this timeless
collection by Kaja!

Chair Trier

Chair Mannheim

Chair Kay

Chair Freiburg
Barstool Bremen

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com
Chair Lines

Barstool Freiburg

Barstool Nordhorn
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Barstool Oude Ijssel

Available
with and
without
armrests.

Barstool and chair Joy

Chair Lido

Chair Alassio

Chair Emma

Chair Guapo
Barstool Hudson

Barstool Tanja

Barstool Masimo
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TAKE A SEAT
Chairs come in many styles, colours and materials.
Which one you choose naturally depends on your
taste and the look you want to give to the room.
Pay attention to A good seat height and depth,
so that guests can sit comfortably at Table. guests
sit comfortably at the table. If you choose a chair
that meets your wishes and requirements, you are
always on the right track!

Chair Liam

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Barstool Liam

Chair Masimo-A

Chair Masimo

Chair Scherma

Sofa New York
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Chair Anna

Chair Nina

Chair
Amsterdam-A

Chair Gatwick

FUNCTIONAL SCANDINAVIAN
Functional Scandinavian design with an English touch; that is the Gatwick chair.
This chair may be named after an English airport in London, but it certainly has a
Scandinavian design. Because of the beautiful wood and sturdy design, you can
put this chair in almost any interior.

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Sofa New York

Chair Solid

Chair Firm
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SIZZLES AT
THE PARK
A smile, a sip of wine, a bite of good food:
it’s summertime!
You will find this stylish terrace, decorated
with our Jonah terrace chairs at Sizzles at
the Park in Apeldoorn.
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Celebrate
summer
ON A KAJA TERRACE
There is nothing like enjoying the sunshine
with your favourite people. At the end of
a day at the beach, having a bite to eat,
having a drink after work or catching up
with people late into the night on a sultry
summer’s evening, the terrace is the place
for it!
Every hospitality entrepreneur enjoys this
moment and wants to have his terrace
filled. We like to think along with you to
make your terrace stylish, cosy and
irresistible to guests. irresistible to guests.
We can supply your terrace interior for any
budget and any wish.

Stackable
This makes storage very easy.
Stock model
This is a stock model.

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com
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Feel like being in Paris
SURPRISING, COLOURFUL AND CHIC
Who doesn’t know them? Surprising, colourful and chic.
These iconic chairs immediately transport you to the heart
of Paris. Combine this collection with a round marble-look
table for the ultimate experience! J’adore!

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Sofa Toby I

Barstool Todd

Hocker Todd
60

Chair Todd

Chair Toby I Arm

Restaurant De Dillenburg, Breda

Chair Toby IV

Chair Toby III

Chair Toby I

100% HOSPITALITY PROOF
Chair Toby II

With sturdy aluminium frame and synthetic
weave, easily stackable and low-maintenance.
Perfect for outdoor use.

Chair Javi II

Chair Javi III

Chair Javi IV
Chair Javi I

Stackable
This makes storage easy.
Stock model
This is a stock model.
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Atmospheric
outdoors
WITH THE TROBE AND ATROPE COLLECTION
Create a bohemian look with the Trobe and Atrope
collection! The natural colours and airy design create
a trendy and modern look on your terrace. We like it
natural!

Hotel ‘t Kruisselt, De Lutte

Chair Trobe

UV-RESISTANT
Covered with UV-resistant rope
weave for a modern and unique look!
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Chair Atrope

Barstool Alec

Chair Aleca and Alec

Chair Jaya and Jay

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

ROTAN = TRENDY

With this trendy material, you can really go every which way.
The Rhea Collection can be perfectly combined,
both inside and outside!

Chair Rhea

Loungeset Rhea

Manta Beach, Scheveningen

Stackable
This makes storage easy.
Stock model
This is a stock model.
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REAL EYE-CATCHERS ON YOUR TERRACE!
Make the most of your terrace with the stylish Jonah, Baleric, Jiro,
Jacco and Nofi collections! With their airy and natural design,
these chairs are all real eye-catchers. The durable, colourfast and
scratch-resistant material ensures that you will enjoy these models for
years to come!

Chair Jonah

Available
in various
colours.

Available
in various
colours.

Barstool Jonah

Loungeset Jonah
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Sizzles at the Park, Apeldoorn

Stackable
This makes storage easy.
Stock model
This is a stock model.

Restaurant de Beren, Hoogeveen

Also
available
as Barstool.

Also
available
as Barstool.

Also
available
as Barstool.

Also
available
as chair.

Chair and barstool Baleric

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Chair Jacco
Chair Jiro

PLAYFUL AND TRENDY
A playful and trendy design.
The Nofi Chair is a true addition to
your terrace. Let guests to enjoy just
that little bit extra!

Chair Nofi
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Pure
Bali
Ø 2,6 meter

EEN OASE VAN RUST
When the sun starts shining, it’s high time for an attractive
parasol, but one with a tropical touch of Bali. Finish off with the
atmospheric minibar made of teak. Anything missing? Just give
us a cocktail!

Bar Teakhout

Base Jumbo
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Parasol Bali

Loungeset Bohdi

Chair Bahia

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

LATEST FROM KAJA
This collection is one that you can really
go all out with. We have focused on good
seating comfort with lovely cushions and
materials that leave an impression.

Loungeset Indi

Chair Riv
Chair Bree
Table Golden
Teak 150 cm
Stackable
This makes storage easy.
Stock model
This is a stock model.
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STYLISH & PRACTICAL DESIGN
At Kaja we know like no other that outdoor furniture should not only be stylish, but also
practical. The items below are therefore both tasteful and functional. The material is
weather resistant and will last for years! Furthermore this collection is Stackable, which
makes storage is very simple.

Chair Opal

Chair Okal

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Chair Mika
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Stackable
This makes storage easy.
Stock model
This is a stock model.

LIZ Grand Café,Nijmegen

Also
available
as chair.

Also
available
as barstool.

Chair and stool Air

Available
with and
without
armrests.

Available
with and
without
armrests.

Chair Lacy

Barstool Lacy

SIMPLE AND ELEGANT
Design does not have to be complicated,
as our Lace collection shows.
Moreover, the UV-resistant textile in
combination with the armrests for ultimate

Chair Lace

seating comfort. Available in black and
grey!
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LIGHTWEIGHT
EASILY STACKABLE
SIMPLE BUT CHIC DESIGN
EASY TO MAINTAIN

A PLEASURE FOR THE EYE
Surprising, inviting and also comfortable. The Italian
design is a feast for the eyes. The attractive colours
of this stackable collection will enrich your terrace
and set you apart from others.

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Chair Net

Barstool Net
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Stackable
This makes storage easy.
Stock model
This is a stock model.

Chair Trill

Barstool Trill
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Chair Lucy

Chair Loft
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Stackable
This makes storage easy.
Stock model
This is a stock model.

Chair Octa

Chair Shell

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Chair Atra
Chair Otry

POLYPROPYLENE PATIO FURNITURE
Polypropylene patio furniture gives your terrace colour, ensures flexibility
and distinctive character! This collection has a striking appearance, is easy to
maintain and lightweight. Moreover, these chairs are of high quality, so you will
enjoy them for years!
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Chair Champion is
delivered including
cushion!

A colourful
terrace
WE LOVE COLOR!
These colourful models are guaranteed to steal the show on your
terrace! Mix and match with different colours or choose a stylish set
in one colour.

Chair Champion

Supplied
with
cushion!

Chair Kiwi
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Stackable
This makes storage very easy.

KIJK VOOR MEER INSPIRATIE OP WWW.KAJA.NL OF ONZE SOCIALS

Stock model
This is a stock model.

Milano, Wierden

Chair Eero

Chair Modus

Chair Baja

Chair Stockholm

Chair Muno

Chair Crylon

RVS

Chair Ice Kix

Chair Next
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Stackable
This makes storage easy.

Het Montferland, Zeddam

Stock model
This is a stock model.

Chair Cenon

CENON COLLECTION

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Contemporary items, entirely catering-appropriate! The Cenon Collection
contains high-quality models of chairs that will last for years. The seat and
back are available in both wicker and textile. Both very comfortable
comfortable, elegant and at the same time trendy!

Barstool Cenon
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Simple and stylish
A COSY TERRACE
Entrepreneurs are changing the atmosphere of their business from
inside to outside on the terrace. Therefore, Kaja has added many
different variations to its collection this year, which can be used by
every entrepreneur in the catering industry.

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Chair Mezza

Barstool Mezza

Base
Mezza Rectangular

Base
Mezza Round
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Chair Catch

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Grand Café LIZ, Nijmegen

Catch me if you can!
THE RETRO TERRACE CHAIR
The Catch collection is known for its
retro terrace look with soft and round
lines. A terrace collection focused on
simple lines, good comfort and lovely
cushions.

Loungeset Catch

Sofa Catch
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Grand Café LIZ, Nijmegen

Stackable
This makes storage very easy.
Stock model
This is a stock model.

Bax Max, Basel

Chair Marino

CLASSIC, BUT TIMELESS
These items are known for their classic and
authentic look. Available in various colours
and designs, they are all stackable and easy
to combine.

Chair Costa

Chair Kannet

Chair Sante Fe
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Chair Lucci

Barstool Beann

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

FOR INSIDE AND OUTSIDE!
The chairs Bean, Quinn and Lucci from the vintage collections are guaranteed to put a smile on the faces of your
guests. The cheerful colours and the playful design make
the chairs inviting. Moreover, they are easy to combine.

Sofa Becca

Let’s mix and match!

Available with
and without
armrests

Chair Edson
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Available with
and without
armrests

Chair Quinn

Barstool Elvi

Mix and match!
STRONG & SIMPLE
Less is more applies to our Elvi collection.
We love the clean lines and the trendy
colours. Combine various colours with each
other for a playful effect! The Elvi collection
is available with and without armrest and as
a Barstool. The choice is yours!

Chair Elvi

Stackable
This makes storage easy.
Stock model
This is a stock model.
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Stackable
This makes storage very easy.
Stock model
This is a stock model.

MODERN & CHIC
The Cobie and Salera corner patio set raises your patio
to a higher level! The sleek design provides a The sleek
design provides a luxurious look and the thick cushions
provide extra comfort for your guests.

Diningset Cobie

Diningset Salera

Chair Pya

Table Mente

Table Elko

Sofa Elko
Loungeset Tresi
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Chair Ebby

Table Ebby

Diningset Ebby

Sofa Ebby

Colourful terrace

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

COMPACT AND DESIGN IN ONE
At Kaja we understand that a practical and at the same time trendy
terrace is a must. UV-resistant, lightweight and easy maintenance
are essential maintenance are essential.
Combine and mix and match your terrace with Kaja’s collections
this year!

Loungeset Maudi
Diningset Mente
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Sun is out!
TAKE A BREAK!
Dream away in our luxurious lounge sets. The dark colours combined with
combination with the unique wickerwork for a luxurious look. The Rio set
has thick cushions, allowing guests to enjoy ultimate comfort.

Daybed Rio

Loungeset Rio

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com
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Stackable
This makes storage very easy.
Stock model
This is a stock model.

Barstool Tora

Chair Tora

FOR EVERY SUMMER DAY!
Relax and enjoy. In the lounger Rio, your
guests can relax while enjoying the sun. The
lounger is adjustable in several positions
and easy to move because of the wheels.
Perfect for every summer day!

Ligbed Rio
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A REAL EYE-CATCHER!
This seating sofa is a great piece of furniture for the
terrace. Guests can sink into it and relax in the lovely
lounge cushions. A lounge set quickly creates a warm
feeling. Nowadays, we see the lounge corner
appearing We see a lot of lounge corners nowadays,
but that is where the Lux loungesofa distinguishes itself.

Round bench Lux

With its round shape and room for up to 8 people, this
is a great eye-catcher on your terrace!

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Sunbrella
with unique
Quick Dry
Foam

Hanging chair Yoyo

Loungeset Vento
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Extensive
outdoor
dining
Loungeset Lora

OUTDOOR FURNITURE FOR
EVERY OCCASION
A long dinner, a cosy drink or a relaxing coffee? You will find
the perfect outdoor furniture for every occasion at Kaja! This
will allow your guests to enjoy the outdoor life even longer.
Cosiness at its best!

Diningset Nori

Loungeset Mabel

Loungechair May

Stackable
This makes storage very easy.
Stock model
This is a stock model.
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Restaurant Graaf ter Horst, Horst

360°

TAKE A BREAK!
Take your lounge area to the next level with the HIGOLD collections. The
sleek design contributes to a modern look and the thick cushions provide
ultimate comfort. The New York set is available as a dining set, lounger,

Chair New York

lounge set or chair. Which is your favourite?

Diningset New York

Loungeset New York

Lounger New York
Loungeset New York
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Our extensive HIGOLD collection consists of
lounge-, dining- and bar sets, lounge chairs,
tables, stools and attractive accessories.

Lounger Emoti

Lounger Emoti

Diningset Emoti

Loungeset Emoti

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Loungeset Emoti

EMOTI LOUNGE
The lounge set by Emoti is a true picture
and will steal the show on your terrace!
The combination of dark aluminium, thick
light cushions and wood make this
collection an absolute must-have this
spring!

Stackable
This makes storage easy.
Stock model
This is a stock model.
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Loungeset Nofi

Barstool Nofi

Diningset Nofi

Barset Nofi

DINING FOR HOURS
When the weather is nice, we prefer to sit outside as long
as possible. A comfortable and stylish dining set should
therefore not be missing from your terrace! We are fans of

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

the clean lines and wood of our Nofi collection.

Lounger Nofi
Diningset Nofi
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Our extensive HIGOLD collection consists of
lounge-, dining- and bar sets, lounge chairs,
tables, stools and attractive accessories.

Loungeset Polo

Loungeset Punto

Are you
ready for
the lounge?

Stackable
This makes storage easy.
Stock model
This is a stock model.
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Extensive
outdoor dining
Our extensive collection of table tops make your
terrace even more attractive. With the atmospheric
decors, you can always create the most beautiful
colour combinations to match the underframe and

Marmera

THE FOLLOWING DECORS ARE AVAILABLE IN
Ø 60 cm
Ø 70 cm
Ø 80 cm

60 x 60 cm
70 x 70 cm
80 x 80 cm

120 x 80 cm

terrace chairs. Mix and match it your way!

Frontier Grey

Stones

Base Enfiber
Verkrijgbaar in
70 x 70, 140 x 70 en 70 x 70 (barhoogte).
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Davanti

Nereta Grey

Nagano

Woody

Metallic Oxid

Cloudy

Hotel ‘T Kruisselt, De Lutte

Het Montferland, Zeddam

TEAK

LET’S GET
THIS
PARTEAK
STARTED

Do you prefer real wood on your terrace?Then choose atmospheric teak.
Available in various sizes.

Ø 50 cm
Ø 60 cm
Ø 70 cm
Ø 80 cm

60 x 60 cm
70 x 70 cm
80 x 80 cm

120 x 70 cm
120 x 80 cm

TABLE TOPS
The Topalit table tops can be used on many frames

Ø 70 cm
Ø 80 cm

and are available in the following sizes:

Utah Brown

Washington Pine

Atacama Cherry

Timber

SMARTLINE

Marble

Veneto

70 x 70 cm
80 x 80 cm

Washed Elm

120 x 80 cm

Zinc

16 MM THICK

Beige

Concrete

Black
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TERRACE TABLE BASES
Our collection of table frames can be easily
combined with our collection of chairs and table
tops. For each table leaf there is a matching base
with which you can create the most atmospheric
settings on your terrace.

Also
available as
a bar table
base

Also
available as
a bar table
base

Base Parma
Base Rafael

Base Pavia
Hotel ‘t Kruisselt, De Lutte

NO MORE
WOBBLING TABLES?
The solution is on page 96.

Base Roma 3
anodised

Base Roma 3
Grey

Base Roma 3
Black

Also
available as
a bar table
base

Base Roma 4
anodised
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De Oale Marckt, Wierden

Base Roma 2
anodised

Also
available as
a bar table
base

Base Roma 4
Grey

Base Roma 2
Grey

Base Roma 4
Black

Base Roma 2
Black

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

See also our collection of
table tops on page
92.

Base Trento 2
Silver
foldable

Base Tivoli 4G

Base Napels 3

foldable and stackable

Base Trento 4
Black
foldable

Base Trento 2
Black
foldable

Base
Tivoli 2

Base Napels 4

foldable and stackable

Base Trento 2
White
foldable

Base Tivoli 3

Base Cylus 4F

foldable and stackable

De Oale Marckt, Wierden

Base Tivoli 4

Base Cylus 2F

foldable and stackable
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Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Base
Genti
foldable

Base
Mona
foldable

Table Marlon

Table Marlon Bar

FLAT EQUALIZERS
No matter how much we want it, not every surface is flat.
And a crooked or wobbly table can happen to the best of us.
Doesn’t it? From now on, this is no longer necessary with the
new series of Flat Equalizers. A smart product that keeps your
table straight at all times. Pleasant for your guests and for you.
So leave the coasters, beer mats, paper, cubes or other tools in
the closet and get acquainted with Kaja’s Flat Equalizers!
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Picknickset Darby

8 seats

TAKE A SEAT
You see it more and more on
the terraces. Cosy modular
Sofas or picnic sets for the terrace.
A cosy look and also handy in
use of space.

total

lengt

S.V. Rijssen, Rijssen

h2m

etres

The Suar tables can be
made for you in any
desired format!

Table Largo
Suar Wood

Stock model
This is a stock model.

LIZ Grand Café,Nijmegen
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Hotel ‘t Kruisselt, De Lutte

Sunshine and
good feelings
Parasol Eifel

KEEP THEM STEADY
A sturdy base for every parasol.
Combine the bases below with one of our
parasols from the collection.
3 x 3 meter

Kruisvoet
voor Karin, Liva en Eifel

Insert
voor Karin, Liva en Eifel

Parasol Eifel SOLAR
3 x 3 meter
Inclusief SOLAR LED
verlichting in parasoldoek!
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Parasolvoet Graniet 90KG
voor Karin, Liva en Eifel

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Parasol Caprice
5x5, 6x6, 7x7 meter

3 x 3 meter

4 x 4 meter

Parasol Liva

Restaurant De Beren, Hoogeveen

PARASOL KARIN
With the Karin parasol, guests will be sitting comfortably this summer!
The frame is completely made of aluminium and therefore offers a lot of
strength. The cloth is made of 300 grams polyester fabric and is provided
with a PA coating. This makes the cloth water- and dirt repellent.

Also in
stock:
parasol
cloths

4 x 4 meter

Parasol Karin

5 x 5 meter

Ø 5 meter

Stackable
This makes storage easy.
Stock model
This is a stock model.
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Restaurant Chez Léon, Naaldwijk

Ø 3 meter

Parasol Pisa

Ø 2,6 meter

Parasol Columbia

3 x 2 meter

No less than
8 metres in
diameter.

Ø 8 meter
Parasol Mambo

Base Graniet 40KG
for Mambo, Columbia and Pisa
100

Restaurant De Beren, Hoogeveen

Parasol Salou

Base Graniet 25KG
for Columbia and Pisa

MEET THE FESTA COLLECTION
Relax and enjoy yourself under the modern and practical
Festa terrace roofing. With the help of the Festa tents you

Tent Festa
400 x 400cm

create in a simple but stylish way wonderful shaded areas
on your terrace. shaded areas on your terrace.

Tent Foldable
300 x 300cm

Tent Festa Wall
285 x 300cm & 285 x 400cm

Tent Festa Roof
300 x 300cm & 400 x 400cm

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

Stackable
This makes storage easy.
Stock model
This is a stock model.

Windscreen 1,5 meter

Windscreen Miles
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Optimal
outdoor living
THE PERFECT EXTENSION OF INDOOR SPACES
STAINLESS CONSTRUCTION
EASY TO USE
100% WATERPROOF

PULL DOWN SCREEN
The Reflect Pull Down Screen is ideally suited to be
lowered halfway or fully in order to block out sunlight,
drafts or drizzle and still be able to sit outside.

Twentse Bierbrouwerij, Hengelo
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THE IDEAL READY-MADE SOLUTION
FOR YOUR (CATERING) TERRACE
With a patio roof, guests can enjoy the outdoors to the full
on your terrace. In the summer, the patio roof offers
protection from the bright sun, while in the spring and
autumn it keeps out the wind!

Terrace roofing
xxxxxx
3 x 3 | 3 x 3,6 | 3 x 4
and 3 x 6 meter

Pull Down Screen
xxxxxx

Request an
online offer at
www.kajainteriors.com

3 | 3,6 and 4 meter

WHY THE REFLECT?
The Red Dot winning design combines luxury with ultimate functionality. Freestanding or attached to an existing
building, the Reflect is the perfect extension of indoor space.

Control

Tiltable slats

Easy to operate
with the handle.

The unique tiltable slat roof of
the Reflect offers many
possibilities of protection
against the sun, rain and wind.

Drainage system
The water is directly drained in a
controlled manner via the
innovative water drainage
system.
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Een sfeervol
buiten
Het vinden van de juiste horeca verlichting blijkt vaak een lastigere opgave. Bij de meeste
verlichting blijk je last te hebben van snoeren die je op je terras niet mooi kunt wegwerken.
Bij Kaja kun je terecht voor snoerloze terrasverlichting. Een stuk veiliger en bovendien zorgt
het ervoor dat je terras er minder rommelig uitziet.

Lighting Onda

De Aurora is ook
verkrijgbaar met
lichtstandaard!

Onze uitgebreide HIGOLD collectie bestaat
uit lounge-, diner- en barsets, loungeChairen,
Tables, krukken en sfeervolle accessoires.
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Lighting Aurora

Stackable
This makes storage easy.
Stock model
This is a stock model.

FOR INDOORS
AND OUTDOORS!
DRAADLOOS WITH NO LESS
THAN 9 BURNING HOURS!

Each model comes with a
single charging system as
standard.

A rechargeable lamp that spreads a warm
soft glow in the room. Easily rechargeable
in 6 hours and with no less than 9 burning
hours! A design light that we would like to
share with you. Even when the lamp is off, it

Lighting Ofelia

makes a statement inside and outside.

Lighting Olivia

Charging station

Lighting Poldina XL

Lighting Poldina
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LIGHT IT UP!
The right lighting is the finishing touch on the terrace. The Lori
and Luna Collection will give your terrace a chic look and will lift
your outdoor furniture to a higher level!

Lighting Lori

Lighting Luna
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A cushion for
every chair!

Cushion Toscane Collectie
available in various colours

Ideal for the terrace and to offer your
guests even more comfort. Take a
look at www.kajainteriors.com and
discover all the different collections.

Suitable for various
terrace chairs
and stools.

Cushion Universele
Collectie

Cushion Toscane
Collectie

Cushion Modern
Collectie

ICOO
Trendy and modern. The stylish ICOO table & storage is a picture to
behold and also ‘cool’ to use as an ice bucket for a refreshing drink
on your terrace or as a side table.

Ice bucket ICOO

Flower Basket ICOO
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We’re
happy to
help you!
Looking for inspiration? You will find the experience centre for the
professional atmosphere & taste experience in:

AMSTERDAM
Spaklerweg 61
1114 AE Amsterdam
T 020 460 99 68

BREDA
Kalshoven 29
4825 AL Breda
T 076 572 67 80

DEN HAAG- DELFT
Kleveringweg 57
2616 LZ Delft
T 015 800 04 30

RIJSSEN
Nijverheidsstraat 39A
7461 AD Rijssen
T 0548 514 705

ZWOLLE
Schokkerweg 5
8042 PC Zwolle
T 038 421 39 85

https://www.bistrolife.co.uk

Bistro Life is PARTNER OF

